CLIENT SUCCESS

Logistics Solution Uncovers Efficiency Gains for
Large Nutrition Manufacturer
The Challenge

A nutritional product manufacturer with
global operations relied on Transportation
Insight’s solutions for management of
its domestic transportation activities. A
dedicated team provided daily shipment
execution, optimization, reporting and
financial reconciliation for this larger
shipper’s more than 400 delivery points.
Despite having visibility to all transportation
lane data, Transportation Insight did
not manage the client’s carrier sourcing process. The client had not reviewed
optimization opportunities in multiple years, so there was limited awareness
regarding potential improvements.

The Solution

Transportation Insight’s team of logistics experts performed a supply chain analysis,
including close examination of carrier agreements. Leveraging deep transportation
industry knowledge, that process identified cost savings opportunities that led to the
development of an overall transportation optimization strategy for the customer.
During analysis, Transportation Insight discovered a disconnect between
transportation cost and service performance. Based on this, the Enterprise Logistics
Provider suggested that the client assign different carrier partners. By leveraging
Insight TMS®, Transportation Insight’s robust and scalable transportation
management technology solution, the transportation strategist’s team of carrier
management experts could hold all partners accountable and verify compliance to
the customer’s standard carrier qualifications.
Transportation Insight conducted a carrier procurement bid to meet business goals
and manage the carrier contracting process based on customer-specific requirements.
With thousands of carriers in its network, Transportation Insight was able to
provide multiple viable carrier options for each of the client’s lanes, resulting in
trouble-free capacity coverage.

The Results

Transportation Insight’s industry expertise,
coupled with its continuous improvement
approach, yielded new service offerings and
significant cost savings for the client.
n $1.1 million in Truckload savings as well

as an additional $500,000 in Less-thanTruckload savings through network
analysis and modeling

n Annual savings of over $350,000 in

transportation spend through
optimized distribution
center alignment

These results led to the client including
Transportation Insight in its quarterly
logistics budgeting process, wherein the
Enterprise Logistics Provider would explain
all transportation budgetary variances and
identify solutions going forward.

Continuous Improvement

Upon taking over the carrier contract
management process, the client understood
that consistently enforcing and monitoring
carrier requirements would increase cargo
security as well as improve food safety for
the end consumer.

In addition, Transportation Insight recommended mode shifts on certain lanes
in which intermodal would be more cost-effective than full truckload. Based on
the client’s shipment activity, analysis also revealed an opportunity to optimize
distribution center alignment.
With this new solution component, Transportation Insight provided and
continuously monitored key metrics to help the client manage its transportation
budget moving forward.
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